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Materials and Methods
Note S1. Apparatus and materials
Experimental set-up
For nano-optical imaging experiments, we used a scattering-type scanning nearfield optical microscope (s-SNOM, Neaspec). The atomic force microscope (AFM), with
a tip radius of around 30 nm, operates in tapping-mode with a frequency of about 70 kHz
and an amplitude of approximately 70 nm. The time-resolved psuedoheterodyne technique
(37) is used to extract the amplitude (S) and phase (f) of the near-field signal in imaging
experiments (Fig. 3, figs. S4 and S6C) while time-resolved nano-FTIR (9, 30, 31) is used
to extract spectra of the near-field amplitude and phase (Figs. 1D, 2, and figs. S1, S2, and
S5). The additive background contribution was strongly attenuated by considering only
information modulated at the second or third harmonic of the tapping frequency of the
AFM tip. The pump and probe channels derived from a 20 W; 1030 nm Yb:kGW amplified
laser source operating at 750 kHz (Pharos, Light Conversion). The intense laser pulse was
converted to the non-degenerate pump and probe channels by employing three optical
parametric amplifiers (OPAs) and difference frequency generation (DFG). The
narrowband DFG, used in imaging experiments, was generated by combining the
fundamental 1030 nm output and an infrared idler beam (1080-2400 nm) from a two-stage
non-colinear/colinear OPA in a 1.5 mm GaSe crystal. The pulse duration of the narrowband
DFG (approximately 500 fs) was determined from electro-optic sampling measurements.
The broadband DFG, used in spectroscopy experiments, was generated by combining a
1600 nm infrared beam generated in a two-stage colinear OPA with the tunable idler from
the non-colinear/colinear generation scheme in a 1 mm GaSe crystal. The pulses were
delivered to the Neasepc microscope with a well-controlled time delay, Dt, between their
arrival controlled by a mechanical delay stage. For all data displayed in the main text the
center wavelength of the pump was fixed in the range of 800-820 nm. Our experimental
methods are discussed in Refs.(34, 37).
Material growth
The high quality WSe2 crystals studied in our work were synthesized by self-flux
method, then mechanically exfoliated onto an SiO2/Si substrate (38).
Note S2. Model of the dielectric tensor
Model for the optical properties of WSe2
We model the dielectric response of WSe2 with the tensor:
𝜀 !"
||ε|| = $ 0
0

0
𝜀 !"
0

0
0'
𝜀#

(S1)

Where 𝜀 !" = 𝜀 ! = 𝜀 " and 𝜀 # are the in-plane and out-of-plane components of the
dielectric tensor, respectively. To obtain the components of the dielectric tensor we solve
the Mott-Wannier (MW) model, Eq. (2) of the main text. Our solution provides the
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eigenenergies, E, and wavefunctions, 𝜓, of the bound states (see supplementary note S6).
The dielectric response is then computed with the Lorentz model (28):
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Where the subscript i is used to indicate the crystallographic axis (i=a, b, or c). The
summation variable k represents the orbital and quantum number of the transition. The
photon energy is given by 𝜔 while 𝜀8 and 𝑒 are fundamental constants representing the
permittivity of free space and electron charge respectively. Additionally, the Lorentz model
$
parameters, 𝑛9 , 𝜀%&!&
, 𝑚$ , describe the carrier density, static permittivity and effective mass
of WSe2. The remaining parameters 𝛾5 , and 𝐸5 describe the linewidth and resonant energy
of a given transition. We take 𝛾5 = 𝛾 to be the same for all transitions. The oscillator
strength is proportionate to 𝑓5$ , calculated as:
𝑓5$ =

:*'
ℏ%
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Where the matrix elements, 𝑑$ = ⟨𝜓7% |𝑟⃗ ∙ 𝑒̂$ |𝜓5 ⟩, are computed along the relevant axis of
the dielectric tensor (with i= x, y and z representing the a, b and c axes, respectively). The
energy difference, ∆𝐸 = |𝐸7% − 𝐸5 |, is relative to the 1s state. These parameters are given
in table S2. The undetermined variables, the bound-carrier density, 𝑛9 , and linewidth, g are
extracted by comparing the observables in our experiment with the predictions of the
anisotropic MW model.
The fluence dependent increase of nx (Fig. 2C of the main text) is fit with the standard
formula for saturable absorption:
;<

𝑛9 = (7=<⁄<

&)

(S4)

The parameters 𝛼 = 7 × 107? cm1@ mW 17 and 𝑃8 = 6 mW are extracted from the fits.
Supplementary Text
Note S3. WSe2 in the steady state
To determine the dielectric response of WSe2 in the steady-state we performed
nano-Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopic measurements. The raw data are
impacted by a frequency-dependent instrumental response, which includes frequency
dependence of the intensity, the detector responsivity and other extrinsic factors. The data
presented in Fig. S1 are normalized to gold, which is a common procedure used to eliminate
the instrumental response (32). In Fig. S1 we display the third harmonic of the near-field
amplitude and phase recorded in the steady-state on a WSe2 flake with approximately 100
nm thickness, exfoliated onto an SiO2 (285 nm)/Si substrate. Deviations from a featureless
response, which are observed in the frequency range of 1000-1150 cm-1, are attributed to
3

the SiO2 phonon. As described in Ref. (39) in the special case that the components of the
dielectric tensor are featureless, they can be extracted by quantitatively analyzing the
degree to which a phonon in an underlying substrate is screened. From the latter inversion
"#
procedure, we obtain the principle values of the dielectric tensor, 𝜀!"# = 13.7().'
$%.' , 𝜀% =
('.' *
(,.*
('.'
0.0$'.' , 𝜀! = 4.0$'.+ , and 𝜀% = 0.0$'.' , which are independent of the probe frequency in the
range 700-1150 cm-1 in the steady state.
Note S4. Transient electrodynamics of WSe2
In our previous work, we observed about 10% bleaching of the A-exciton driven
by red-detuned photoexcitation (34). Here, we employ a pump laser with 750 kHz
repetition rate and with lower photon energy (central energy in the range of 1.51-1.55 eV).
We estimate the strongest photo-excitation conditions employed in this work corresponds
to approximately 2-3× lower absorbed fluence than employed in Ref. (34). Taking the
dependence of the bleaching on the excitation density to be within a linear regime we,
therefore, estimate 5% as the upper limit for the photo-induced decrease of the A-exciton
oscillator strength. Our estimate does not account for photo-induced heating, and other
sources of spectral broadening, and is likely an overestimate. Thus, while our excitation
density may be approaching the onset of the Mott-transition, we conclude that excitons
dominate the population of optically generated electron-hole pairs.
After photo-exciting the WSe2 crystal, drastic changes of the frequency dependent
near-field amplitude and phase are observed (Fig. 2 of the main text). We utilized a photon
energy of about 12,180 cm-1 (= 1.51 eV), which is red-detuned from the optical gap of
WSe2 where absorption is dominated by the A-exciton resonance. Red detuning was
essential to realize a sufficiently large penetration depth of the pump radiation
(approximately 600 nm) to uniformly photo-excite the 300-500 nm thick WSe2 crystals
studied in the main text. To supplement the data presented in Fig. 2 of the main text we
additionally show the pump-induced changes of the near-field phase (fig. S2B) for the same
dataset. In addition, all data used to extract the parameters reported in Fig. 2B and 2C of
the main text and fig. S2E of the supplementary materials are shown in fig. S2C and S2D.
Our experimental transient spectra were fit to extract quantitative information. We
computed the dielectric response with the MW model as described in notes S2 and S6 for
a set of trial parameters nx and g. The amplitude and phase spectra were then computed
with the lightning rod-model (32). These parameters were adjusted until satisfactory
agreement between the model and the experimental data, shown in figs. S2A, S2B, S2C
and S2D, were obtained. The extracted spectral linewidth of the QT resonances, g,
(supplementary note S2) is displayed in fig. S2E. Linewidths in the range of 20-50 meV
are typically extracted from our fits.
We stress that the model utilized to fit the FTIR data (Fig. 2 and fig. S2) is
essentially a simple Lorentz oscillator model, see Eq. (S2). The parameters of the model,
i.e. oscillator strength and spectral linewidth, are obtained from fitting our data. While the
final parameter of the model, the resonant frequency of the oscillators, is obtained from a
solution to the MW model (see note S6) these frequencies all lie below the low energy
cutoff of our detector. Therefore, the infrared electrodynamics calculated by our model
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display weak sensitivity to the exact resonant energies, provided that they remain below
our detectable spectral range. Further, the Tr-FTIR data of Fig. 2 of the main text and fig.
S2 can be adequately fit with any choice of the anisotropy parameter, k. Thus, the only
requirements for the simple Lorentz oscillator model (Eq. S2) to reveal good agreement
with our FTIR data (Fig. 2 and fig. S2) are zero crossing of the in-plane component of the
real part of the dielectric function at the frequency 𝜔8,!" and an appropriate spectral
linewidth, g, of the oscillator.
A characteristic edge is observed in the normalized transient near-field amplitude
spectra, Sp/Sr, which crosses the one-hundred percent line at approximately the same
frequency where a peak is observed in the normalized near-field phase spectra, fp-fr. The
subscripts, p and r, are used to indicate whether data were recorded under photo-excited or
steady state conditions respectively. The zero-crossing frequency 𝜔8,!" (fig. S3A) is
identified approximately where Sp/Sr crosses the one-hundred percent line, and fp-fr shows
a peak (arrows in figs. S2A and S2B).
Principle values of the dielectric tensor extracted from fitting our experimental data
(figs. S2A and S2B) are shown in fig. S3A. The dielectric tensor obtained from the MW
model, with an experimentally realistic electron-hole pair density, was then used to
calculate the imaginary component of the momentum-dependent reflectance co-efficient,
Im{Rp}, which governs the dispersion relationship in WSe2. The trend of Im{Rp} is plotted
against momentum and probe frequency in fig. S3A. Maxima of Im{Rp} dictate the energymomentum dispersion relationship of propagating waveguide modes. The dispersion of
confined hyperbolic polaritons is evident in the dispersion relation of fig. S3 in agreement
with our experimental data (Figs. 1-3 of the main text).
We proceed to discuss inhomogeneous intensity variations observed in our data,
fig. S4. A series of disks patterned on an SiO2 substrate are shown in fig. S4A. A 440 nm
thick WSe2 flake was transferred on top of these antennas. In the steady state,
inhomogeneous variations in the scattering amplitude are observed. The inhomogeneous
intensity patterns are reminiscent of antenna modes, which are directly observed in images
of the near-field amplitude collected on exposed gold disks (40). The magnitude of these
inhomogeneous intensity variations decreases as the disk diameter decreases, which is
consistent with the expectations of antenna modes. Further, as the WSe2 crystal is an
anisotropic dielectric in the steady state (see note S3) these intensity variations are
unrelated to conical hyperbolic ray propagation. The imaging data shown in Figs. 3B and
3C were Fourier filtered to reduce the background intensity variations associated with the
polarized antenna launchers. The antenna modes are highly directional (fig. S4) and could
be avoided, without Fourier filtering, in line profiles selected for quantitative analysis in
Fig. 3F of the main text by considering data over a limited angular range (see Fig. 3B of
the main text).
Next, we address dispersion of the hyperbolic waveguide modes in optically excited
WSe2 and compare the results to the predictions of the same MW theoretical model that
we employed to understand the pump-probe spectra in Fig. 2A. We focus our analysis on
the inner ring because geometric factors lead to an improved signal-to-noise ratio for the
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inner hyperbolic rays, see Fig. 3F of the main text. The experimental results (fig. S5B) are
in accord with the theoretically calculated dispersion (fig. S5C). In particular, the
coordinates where the maxima of S are observed evolves with w in a fashion agreeing with
the theoretical calculations (Fig. 1D of the main text).
Note S5. Hyperbolic electrodynamic simulations
The model consists of a thin slab of WSe2 placed on SiO2/Si substrate as depicted
in fig. S6A. An antenna in the form of a gold strip of negligible thickness is located at the
interface of the WSe2 and SiO2 layers. Although in the experiment the antenna has the
shape of a disk instead of the strip, this simplified one-dimensional model retains the main
physically relevant feature, namely, a sharp edge of the conductor. Such an edge can act as
a polariton launcher when an external electric field 𝐸8 has a component normal to the edge,
in this case, along the x-direction (see fig. S6A). Similar to Ref. (41), we assume that the
tip of the near-field microscope serves mainly as a detector of the local field in the zdirection (parallel to the tip), and so the tip is not explicitly included in the simulation.
However, the analytical solution of the problem presented in Ref. (41) does not apply to
the present case because of the in-plane inhomogeneity, see fig. S6B and text below.
Due to the smallness of the strip compared to the probe wavelength, the quasi-static
approximation is appropriate, where the electric field is expressed as a gradient of a scalar
potential Φ(𝐫). This potential obeys the generalized Laplace equation containing the
permittivity tensor 𝜀 𝜇𝜈 (𝐫):
∇D 𝜀DE (𝐫)∇E Φ(𝐫) = 0 (S5)
We impose the boundary condition Φ = −𝐸8 𝑥 at the boundary of the simulation cell to
represent the condition that the field becomes equal to 𝐸8 at large distances. The gold strip
is taken to be perfectly conducting, implying Φ(r) = const on the strip. The permittivity
𝜀 𝜇𝜈 (𝐫) is taken to be isotropic and uniform for SiO2 and Si. The permittivity of WSe2 is a
diagonal tensor with in-plane and out-of-plane principal values eab and ec, respectively. The
dielectric tensor is modified by the pump and can have a considerable spatial variation
caused by a mirror-like reflection of the pump beam by the antenna. We model the latter
inhomogeneity using two adjustable parameters listed in Table S1: the ratio 𝐶 = 𝑛FG ⁄𝑛HIJ
of the photo-excited carrier densities far and near the antenna and the characteristic width
𝑑KFLL of the crossover region. The carrier density profile is depicted in fig. S4B. The
physical origin of dKFLL is the finite width of the pump-beam. The density ratio
𝑛FG ⁄𝑛HIJ originates from the difference in the intensity of pump radiation in the far and
near regions. Due to the large in-plane dielectric constant of WSe2 at the pump wavelength,
the reflected pump beam propagates nearly parallel to the z-axis. Therefore, within the
simplest geometrical optics approximation, the total light intensity of the pump over the
antenna is twice larger than away from it. Since the carrier density is expected to exhibit a
saturable absorption effect (see Fig. 2C of the main text) the ratio of 𝑛FG ⁄𝑛HIJ should be
smaller than the factor of two and decrease with increasing fluence, which is in agreement
with the extracted values of C.
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In our fitting procedure, for each trial set of parameters, we solved Eq. (S5)
numerically for the z-component of the electric field above the top surface of WSe2. We
then demodulated this quantity at the second harmonic of the tip tapping frequency to
obtain the near-field signal 𝐸GL (𝑥). The results are presented in Fig. 3 of the main text. The
two peaks in the signal located roughly symmetrically on each side of the antenna’s edge
are due to the polaritonic rays, as described in the main text. The polaritonic rays are
observed on the top surface of WSe2 at a lateral distance, dr, relative to the edge of the gold
antennae. As the gold antennae are underneath the surface of the crystal and are not directly
observed in our experiment the absolute positions of dr in data shown in Figs. 1D, 3F, and
fig. S5B are determined by matching a line-profile of experimental data at a single fluence
(Fig. 3F) or single probe frequency (Fig. 1D and fig. S5B) with the theoretical line profile.
The absolute positions are then constrained for the remaining sets of co-located
experimental data. The absolute positions are in accord with the known disk radius (Fig.
3A) relative to the diameters of the concentric ‘hot rings’ observed in the scattering
amplitude (see Figs. 3C and 3D of the main text). The characteristic peak in the scattering
amplitude observed close to the disk edge is due to the step-like change of the permittivity
of WSe2 in our model. The sharpness and height of this latter peak depends on the fitting
parameters, C and 𝑑KFLL . We stress that the simulation results reproduce the two
characteristic peaks at 𝛿𝑟 = 𝑑|tan(𝜃)|, where d is the crystal thickness and 𝜃 is the angle
from the surface normal as in Ref. (41), if the system is homogeneous (i.e. C = 1). Further,
in the latter, homogeneous, case the central peak is not observed. A reasonable match
between the experimental data and simulations is achieved for the set of parameters given
in table S1.
Lastly, to construct the two-dimensional image depicted in Fig. 3D of the main text,
we did the following: First, we multiplied our one-dimensional near-field profiles 𝐸GL (with
𝑥 set to 𝑟) by the cosine of the in-plane polar angle ϕ to achieve an approximate mapping
between the solutions for the strip and for the disk. This cos 𝜙 factor takes into account
that the polarization of the antenna is mainly due to the component of the external field
normal to the edge, as mentioned earlier. Additionally, to match the experimentally
observed images, we found it necessary to supplement the result with another, radially
symmetric term:
𝐸M (𝑟, 𝜙) = 𝐸LL (𝑟) + 𝐸GL (𝑟) cos 𝜙

(S6)

The added term 𝐸LL (𝑟) presumably comes from the far-field background, which is not
included in our simulations.
Note S6. The Mott-Wannier model
The Mott-Wannier (MW) model provides an accurate and efficient description of
the excitonic properties for a large variety of semiconductors. Specifically, for TMDs it
has been extensively reported to agree very well with experiments and the first-principles
counterpart, i.e. the Bethe-Salpeter method, Refs. (29, 42, 43). In short, the MW method
models the relative motion between the electron and the hole forming the exciton with a
simple hydrogen-like Hamiltonian where the Coulomb interaction accounts for the
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screening provided by all the other electrons in the material. The main assumption behind
the MW model is that the exciton has to be localized in a portion of the Brillouin zone
where both the energy dispersion of the electron and the hole can be well described by a
paraboloid, which is the case for WSe2.
Given the layered nature of bulk TMDs, the MW model needs to be adapted in
order to describe the intrinsic anisotropy arising from the different values of the excitonic
effective masses and the dielectric screening in the in-plane and out-of-plane directions.
This can be easily done by separating the in-plane motion from the out-of-plane one as
done in Ref. (29). The resulting Hamiltonian can then be written as:
ℏ%
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𝐻𝑎 and 𝐸(P = 𝐻𝑎∗ 𝐸 with 𝑎8 being the

hydrogen Bohr radius and 𝑚8 the electron mass, we obtain Eq. (2) of the main text (note
that there the electron-hole relative distance r is also rescaled, i.e. 𝑟⃗ = (𝑎9 𝑥, 𝑎O 𝑦, 𝑎M 𝑧)).
The solution to the MW problem described above allows us to determine the energies of
the Rydberg series and the respective wavefunctions.
The parameters used in the Hamiltonian have been calculated ab-initio. For reddetuned photo-excitation, with photo-induced electron-hole pair densities below the Mott
threshold, the electron-hole pairs form direct excitons (zero momentum excitons) localized
at the K-valley. Thus, we consider momentum direct electron-hole pairs. The effective
masses are extracted from density functional theory (DFT) electronic band structures
calculated around the K-valley. The in-plane and out-of-plane static dielectric constants
are calculated using linear response theory at the random-phase approximation (RPA) level
starting from local-density approximation (LDA) wavefunctions. As for the numerical
details, the MW problem has been solved with the Octopus code (44) on a real space grid,
making sure that convergence on both box size and grid spacing was reached on the
Rydberg states energy. We calculated specific values with the interlayer spacing of 𝑑456 =
0.67 𝑛𝑚 yielding the parameters used in the main text: 𝑚!" = 0.2, 𝑚# = 1.6, 𝜀!"
%&!& = 13.4
#
!"
#
𝑎𝑏
𝑐
and 𝜀%&!& = 8.3. Thus, the anisotropy parameter 𝜅 = (𝜀%&!& 𝑚 )/(𝜀%&!& 𝑚 ) = 0.8 is
obtained. The precise values of the static permittivity and masses depend on the interlayer
spacing. Experimentally, fits with acceptable quality can be achieved for a wide range of
values of 𝜅. Pump-probe nano-THz experiments are best suited to establish a precise
experimental bound of 𝜅, which would require experimental technology that has not yet
been demonstrated.
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The solution of the MW eigensystem allows us to readily calculate the transition
energies and matrix elements of the light-driven internal quantum transitions among the
Rydberg states. These matrix elements are nothing else than the expectation value of the
dipole operator between different Rydberg states. In table S2 we report the dipole
expectation values for WSe2 in all directions between the lowest excitonic state, the 1s, to
all the others Rydberg states, i.e. the matrix elements appearing in Eqs. (S2) and (S3) of
note S2. As a reference the energy of the 1s state is 𝐸7% = −38.2 𝑚𝑒𝑉. We remark that
below the 1s-2p resonant energy the Mott-Wannier model predicts an increase of the
principal values of the dielectric tensor. Thus, our model accounts for broadband
hyperbolicity which supported in a broad range of infrared frequencies above about 30
meV and predicts that hyperbolicity should vanish at the lowest THz frequencies.
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Fig. S1. Steady-state spectroscopy.
The third harmonic of the scattering near-field amplitude (black; left vertical axis) and
phase (red; right vertical axis) were obtained by nano-FTIR spectroscopy on WSe2 and
normalized to the spectra recorded on gold (Au).
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Fig. S2. Dynamics of the Nano-FTIR Spectroscopy.
A representative series of normalized near-field (A) amplitude, Sp/Sr, and (B) phase fp-fr,
spectra are shown. The photo-excited spectra (diamonds) are color coded according to
pump probe time delay given in the legend in units of ps when the photo-excited near-field
11

amplitude and phase, Sp and fp, data were recorded. The reference amplitude and phase, Sr
and fr, data were recorded at the time delay of Dt = −8 ps. The phase spectra are vertically
offset. The solid lines were calculated with the lightning rod formalism using the MW
model (see note S6) with the carrier density nx (Fig. 2B of the main text) and scattering
rate, g (panel D) and are also color coded according to the time-delay (legend). (C) The full
set of near-field amplitude data for the time-dependance sequence (red diamonds) and the
corresponding model fits (black lines) computed with the parameters reported in Fig. 2B
of the main text and in panel E. The curves are vertically offset, and the time delay when
the Sp spectra were collected are indicated to the right of the figure. (D) The near-field
amplitude data recorded at a series of pump powers, indicated to the right of the figure (red
diamonds). The corresponding model fits (black lines) computed with the parameters
reported in Fig. 2C of the main text are overlaid. The same vertical offset applied to the
data is applied to the 100% lines (black dashed lines) which are shown for each data set for
reference in panels C and D. (E) The scattering rate extracted from the time-resolved nanospectroscopy data in panels A, B, and C.
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Fig. S3. Transient dispersion relationship in WSe2.
(A) Principal values of the dielectric tensor in the transient state. (B) The imaginary
component of the finite momentum reflection coefficient Im{Rp} is plotted against
momentum, q, and frequency, w. The calculated results are for a 350 nm WSe2 slab. A
reduced scattering rate of g = 1 meV was used for clarity with a carrier density of
nx=1.8×1018 cm-3.
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Fig. S4. Background Intensity.
A) Topography of exposed antennas. B) Near-field phase, f, measured with a probe
wavelength of 910 cm-1 before photoexcitation. The scale bars in panels A and B are 5 µm
in length.
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Fig. S5. Frequency dependence of hyperbolic polaritons revealed by hyperspectral
nano-imaging.
(A) Schematics of the experiment. A gold disk underneath a WSe2 crystal, with thickness
d, launches hyperbolic rays which travel to the top surface of the crystal. (B) Experimental
data recorded with a 7 mW pump at Dt = 2 ps on a 380 nm thick flake of WSe2 are displayed
as a function of the probe frequency w, revealing dispersion of the hyperbolic ray. (C) The
calculated dispersion of the hyperbolic ray using the same parameters as the 7 mW data of
Fig. 3F of the main text (see table S1) as input to the MW model (supplementary notes S5
and S6). The locations where maxima of the scattering amplitude are observed, dr,
observed in the theoretical calculations are overlaid in panels (B) and (C) (dashed lines).
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Fig. S6. Schematic depiction of the theoretical model.
(A) Geometry of our model. The substrate is a 285 nm layer of SiO2 on top of Si with the
permittivities eSiO2 and eSi respectively. The sample has anisotropic permittivity described
by a dielectric tensor (see note S2) with in and out of plane components eab and ec
respectively. The slab sits on top of a gold antenna with radius a. The superstrate is air with
the permittivity of free space e0. The electric field is given by E0. (B) Carrier density profile
as a function of the real space coordinate x. (C) Predictions of the model are compared
with experimental data. The model results with the inhomogeneous parameters reported in
Table S1 are shown with black curves while the results with a homogeneous carrier density
profile (where C = 1) produce the red curves. The second (gray) and third (light blue)
harmonics of the experimental near-field amplitude data are also shown.
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P (mW)
3
4
5
6
7

C, nin / nout
1.35
1.3
1.15
1.1
1.07

dKFLL (nm)
170
170
170
170
230

nin (× 1019 cm-3)
1.6
1.7
1.9
2.0
2.1

g (meV)
32
33
35
35
33

Table S1. Parameters of the model.
Fitting parameters used for traces displayed in Fig. 3F of the main text. The theoretical
calculations displayed in Figs. 1D and fig. S5B were produced with the parameters given
for P = 7 mW.
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Δ𝐸 (𝑚𝑒𝑉)

𝑑9 (Å)

𝑑O (Å)

𝑑M (Å)

24.20
27.40
30.46
30.46
31.69
32.71
33.67
33.67
34.03
35.13
35.13
35.37
35.37
36.07
36.55
36.58
36.86
37.15
37.17
37.20
37.71
37.75
38.10
38.11
38.86
39.07
39.19
39.67
40.16

3.75E-07
3.36E-05
5.42E+00
2.60E+01
4.26E-04
3.01E-04
2.75E-03
4.31E-03
5.55E-02
6.36E+00
1.32E+01
7.47E-02
1.81E-01
9.44E-03
3.46E+00
4.51E+00
3.46E-01
4.64E-02
3.11E-02
4.44E-01
3.82E-01
3.07E-01
1.03E+00
2.48E-01
6.32E-01
2.96E-01
9.22E-01
3.46E+00
5.43E+00

1.97E-08
1.21E-05
2.60E+01
5.42E+00
1.60E-03
1.06E-03
1.14E-03
3.06E-03
1.10E-02
1.32E+01
6.37E+00
1.07E-01
4.68E-02
3.82E-02
4.59E+00
3.22E+00
5.89E-02
2.22E-01
2.31E-01
4.43E-01
1.77E-01
1.22E-01
9.31E-02
8.28E-04
1.79E-01
1.01E+00
1.90E-02
8.78E-01
6.26E+00

1.48E+01
8.37E-07
5.60E-05
9.87E-05
5.17E+00
7.61E-05
6.31E-04
6.69E-04
2.55E-04
3.15E-03
4.54E-03
2.66E-03
4.22E-03
2.05E+00
3.87E-03
1.59E-01
3.85E+00
2.97E-02
7.34E-02
9.81E-02
2.64E-02
1.06E-02
8.62E-02
5.69E-02
1.96E-02
6.06E-03
1.02E-01
1.30E-01
3.59E-01

Table S2. Transition energies and dipole matrix elements.
The transition energies and matrix elements between the lowest excitonic state (1s) and the
rest of the Rydberg series states are given. Note that the states are ordered from low to high
energy.
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